Congenital diaphragmatic hernia: advanced physiology and care concepts.
Congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH) is a defect in the formation of the diaphragm of the fetus. The diaphragm is the muscle and tissue that separate the chest and the abdominal cavities. In CDH, abdominal organs push into the chest cavity through the defect or herniation, compressing the developing lungs. During the past 10 years, significant changes have occurred in the diagnosis and management of CDH. Despite advances in postnatal care, infants born with a CDH continue to suffer substantial morbidity and mortality. Healthcare providers continue to research therapeutic approaches that will improve the care and optimize survival in these infants. The purpose of this article is to offer an in-depth exploration of neonatal physiology and pathophysiology, providing advanced concepts that expand the scientific basis for neonatal care practices.